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Abstract: 24

Background: Impact loading is a risk factor for cartilage damage and cell death. Pre-loading 25

prior to impact loading may protect cartilage and chondrocytes. However, there is no systematic 26

evidence on the effects of pre-load strategies on cartilage damage and chondrocyte death, nor is 27

there an understanding of why and how pre-loads might protect cartilage and chondrocytes from 28

impact-induced damage. This study aimed at determining the effects of the pre-load history on 29

impact-induced chondrocyte death in an intact joint. 30

Methods: Patellofemoral joints from 42 rabbits were loaded by controlled quadriceps muscle 31

contractions and an external impacter. Two extreme muscular loading conditions were used: (i) a 32

short-duration, high intensity, static muscle contraction, and (ii) a long-duration, low-intensity, 33

cyclic muscle loading protocol. A 5-Joule centrally-oriented, gravity-accelerated impact load was 34

applied to the patellofemoral joint. Local chondrocyte viability was quantified following the 35

muscular loading protocols, following application of the isolated impact loads, and following 36

application of the impact loads that were preceded by the muscular pre-loading conditions. Joint 37

contact pressures were also measured for all loading conditions by a pressure-sensitive film. 38

Findings: Comparing to cartilage injured by impact loading alone, cartilage pre-loaded by static, 39

maximal intensity, short-term muscle loads had lower cell death, while cartilage pre-loaded by 40

repetitive, sub-maximal intensity, long-term muscular loads has higher cell death. The locations 41

of peak joint contact pressures were not strongly correlated with the locations of greatest cell 42

death occurrence. 43

Interpretation: Static, high intensity, but short muscular pre-load protected cells from impact 44

injury; whereas repetitive, low intensity, but prolonged muscular pre-loading to the point of 45
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muscular fatigue left the chondrocytes vulnerable to injury. However, cell death does not seem to 46

be related to the peak joint pressures. 47

Keywords: chondrocyte death, joint contact pressure, osteoarthritis, patellofemoral joint, 48

pre-loading 49
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Introduction 69

Injuries to cartilage are thought to trigger the development of a debilitating joint disease called 70

post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) (Anderson et al., 2011; Dirschl et al., 2004). PTOA not 71

only affects the quality of life of patients, it also imposes a substantial financial burden on the 72

health care system, primarily because of the long-term conservative rehabilitation requirements 73

and the large number of joint replacement surgeries performed today (Wieland et al., 2005).  74

 75

Injuries to articular cartilage are often characterized by fissures in the extracellular matrix (ECM) 76

(Chen et al., 2001a; Dirschl et al., 2004; Ewers et al., 2001; Krueger et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 77

2003; Rundell et al., 2005; Szczodry et al., 2009). Such fissures result in mechanical weakening 78

and associated loss of protective properties for the chondrocytes. If ECM damage is substantial, 79

it typically results in cell death and associated degeneration of the adjacent cartilage tissue 80

(Shlopov et al., 1997). Most cases of OA are associated with extensive cell death resulting in a 81

decrease in the overall number of cells, and a concomitant failure of the remaining cells to 82

maintain normal tissue homeostasis (Aigner et al., 2007; Blanco et al., 1998; Hashimoto et al., 83

1998). Thus, it is believed that preventing chondrocyte loss is a key factor in the maintenance of 84

cartilage health and the prevention of the onset and rapid progression of OA. 85

 86

Impact loading has been identified as a primary risk factor for cartilage damage and cell death 87

(Duda et al., 2001; Isaac et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2003; Milentijevic and Torzilli, 2005; 88

Stolberg-Stolberg et al., 2013; Szczodry et al., 2009). Impact related joint injuries most often 89

occur in car accidents and sports-related impact situations. In sport, accidents to joints typically 90

occur after prior loading of cartilage in a game, while running or skiing etc. However, the effect 91
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of prior loading of cartilage on impact injury and associated cell death has not been studied 92

systematically. Therefore, a realistic experimental set-up mimicking the effects of an impact 93

injury in sport involves a pre-loading protocol prior to impact application.  94

 95

It is known that static and dynamic loading of cartilage alters the alignment of microstructural 96

components in the tissue and also affects the load distribution between cartilage fluid and matrix 97

phases (Arokoski et al., 1996; Morel et al., 2005; Mukherjee and Wayne, 1998; Park et al., 2003; 98

Soltz and Ateshian, 1998, 2000). These changes may influence the mechanics of cells upon 99

impact loading, and might produce vastly different amounts of cell deaths, depending on the 100

detailed history of cartilage loading prior to impact. Static pre-loading prior to impact has been 101

found to strengthen cartilage and reduce injury (Kim et al., 2012; Morel et al., 2005). On the 102

other hand, the effects of cyclic loading on cartilage damage depend on the amplitude, frequency, 103

and duration (Chen et al., 2003; Ko et al., 2013; Lucchinetti et al., 2002; McCormack and 104

Mansour, 1997; Thibault et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2008; Zimmerman et al., 1988) of the load. 105

While long-term cyclic pre-loading is thought to mechanically stiffen cartilage (Wei et al., 2008), 106

the effects of short-term cyclic pre-loading prior to impact have yet to be explored.  107

 108

Furthermore, pre-loading of cartilage followed by an injurious or impact load has been 109

performed using externally applied loads through indenters or compression plates.  110

Physiologically-relevant studies, where pre-loading is applied in an intact joint using the natural 111

joint surfaces and muscular loading followed by impact loading, do not exist. But these are the 112

conditions that occur in sport, thus it is important to understand the possible damage to the tissue 113
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and to identify pre-load strategies that can be incorporated into warm-up sessions to minimize 114

cartilage damage and chondrocyte death upon possible impact.   115

 116

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the effects of joint pre-load history followed 117

by impact loading on chondrocyte death. Experiments were performed in the rabbit 118

patellofemoral joint using two extreme muscular loading conditions: (i) a short-duration maximal 119

intensity muscle loading protocol similar to a 1 repetition, maximal isometric contraction, and (ii) 120

a long-duration low-intensity muscular loading protocol similar to an exhausting running 121

workout. Chondrocyte viability was evaluated following these muscular loading protocols and 122

also following application of a controlled impact load immediately following these muscular pre-123

loading conditions. Patellofemoral joint contact pressures were also measured for all muscular 124

and impact loading conditions in order to verify if contact pressures could explain potential cell 125

death occurrence. We hypothesized (i) that the short-term and long-term extreme muscular 126

loading conditions produce cell death, (ii) that static and cyclic muscular pre-loads of joints 127

decrease the magnitude of cell death produced by an impact load, and (iii) that the location of 128

cell death occurrence is related to areas of high joint contact pressures during impact loading. 129

With this study, we should be able to answer two important questions: (i) can extreme (high 130

force or long duration) muscular loading cause chondrocyte death in an otherwise healthy and 131

intact joint, and (ii), can certain types of muscular conditioning protocols of the joint alleviate 132

impact-induced chondrocyte death following impact loading. 133

 134

 135

 136
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Methodology 137

2.1 Animal preparation and loading protocols 138

All testing was performed on patellofemoral joints from the hind limbs of skeletally mature (1-2 139

year-old) New Zealand white rabbits (Riemens, St. Agatha, Ontario, Canada) (Nrabbit = 42). 140

Rabbits were anaesthetized using a 5% isoflurane-oxygen mixture delivered through mask 141

ventilation, and they were maintained at 2.5% isoflurane throughout the experiment. A bipolar 142

nerve cuff electrode (a silicone tube of 3.4mm in diameter and ~5mm in length, with stainless 143

steel wires on the inside for direct nerve contact) was implanted on the femoral nerve (Longino 144

et al., 2005) of the experimental limb to allow for controlled stimulation of the quadriceps 145

muscles. 146

 147

After nerve cuff implantation, rabbits were fixed rigidly in a stereotaxic frame using bilateral 148

bone pins in the pelvis and distal femur (Fig. 1a). The knee of the experimental limb was held at 149

95º of knee flexion. For impact loading, the distal femur was not fixed by bone pins. Instead, the 150

tibia was held vertically by two clamps to allow for centrally-oriented impact loading on the 151

patella using a drop-tower arrangement (Fig. 1b). Once fixed in this position, stimulation of the 152

knee extensor muscles produced isometric knee extensor contractions with associated loading of 153

the patellofemoral joint (Leumann et al., 2013; Ronsky et al., 1995). A strain-gauge-154

instrumented tibial restraining bar was positioned at the distal end of the tibia to measure the 155

knee extensor forces (Herzog et al., 1998).  156

 157

Controlled (frequency, duration and magnitude) electrical stimulation to the femoral nerve was 158

delivered through a dual output Grass S8800 stimulator (Astro- MedInc., Longueil, Quebec, 159
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Canada). The α-motor neuron threshold of the knee extensor muscles was determined for each 160

rabbit individually by gradually increasing the stimulation voltage of a 200ms pulse train. Once 161

two consecutive increases in stimulation magnitude did not result in a corresponding increase in 162

force, it was established that all motor units of the knee extensor group were activated.  163

 164

Once the stimulation threshold and the maximal stimulation magnitude were established, the 165

patellofemoral joints were exposed to different types of muscular loading conditions, as 166

explained in the following: 167

i. Maximal muscle contraction (10s, continuous stimulation) 168

The quadriceps muscles received a 10-second continuous supra-maximal electrical stimulation 169

(4x α-motor neuron threshold, 150Hz, 0.1ms square wave pulse) of the femoral nerve (Herzog 170

and Leonard, 1997) to produce the maximal possible isometric quadriceps loading of the 171

patellofemoral joint.  172

ii. Sub-maximal muscle contraction (3000s, cyclic stimulation) 173

An exhaustive, sub-maximal muscle loading protocol was used to simulate the condition of 174

continuous exercise. The quadriceps muscles were cyclically stimulated to produce 20% of the 175

maximal isometric force for 1500 cycles (500ms on, 1500ms off, 0.1ms square wave pulse). The 176

stimulation current and frequency were adjusted throughout the experiment in order to maintain 177

the muscle force at a constant level. In cases of extreme muscle fatigue (significant drop in 178

muscle force for constant activation conditions), short rest periods (1-2 min) were allowed to 179

regain the muscle force.  180

iii. Impact loading 181
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A 1.55kg, 25mm-diameter, flat-ended impactor was dropped from a height of 0.33m onto the 182

center of the patella through a custom-made drop tower in order to deliver a 5J, centrally-183

oriented, blunt impact load to the patellofemoral joint. 184

iv. Impact loading 1-second after initiation of maximal muscle contraction (pre-1s max, 185

impact) 186

Using a similar set-up as described for conditions (i, iii), a 5J impact load was applied to the 187

patellofemoral joint one second after the initiation of the supra-maximal isometric knee extensor 188

contraction. The electrical stimulation was terminated immediately following the impact loading. 189

v. Impact loading within 5 minutes following submaximal muscle contraction (pre-3000s 190

submax, impact) 191

Using a similar set-up as described for conditions (ii, iii), patellofemoral joints were first sub-192

maximally loaded by quadriceps muscle contractions for 50-minutes, followed by a 5J impact 193

load (5 minutes).  194

 195

Rabbits were sacrificed immediately after the muscular and/or impact loading protocols by a 196

barbiturate overdose using 2ml Euthanyl (pentobarbital sodium, Biomeda-MTC pharmaceuticals, 197

Cambridge, Ontario, Canada). All aspect of animal care and experimental procedures were 198

approved by the University of Calgary’s Life Sciences Animal Research and Ethics committee.  199

 200

2.2 Live/dead cell imaging using confocal laser scanning microscopy 201

Following sacrifice, patellofemoral joints were harvested and fluorescently stained overnight at 202

4oC. Nuclei of live and dead cells were stained with Syto 13 (<10µM, Ex: 488nm; Em: 509nm, 203

Molecular Probe, USA) and SytoX orange (<10µM, Ex: 547nm; Em: 570nm, Molecular Probe, 204
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USA), respectively. The patella and femoral groove were then mounted on a petri dish using 205

dental cement. Cell nuclei in the superficial zone cartilage were imaged using a confocal laser 206

scanning microscope (Fluoview FV1000, Olympus, Japan).  207

 208

The patella and femoral groove were scanned systematically using a 10x/0.3 NA objective to 209

identify regions of high cell death. These regions and seven pre-defined joint regions in the 210

patellofemoral contact area (Fig. 2) were re-scanned using a 40x/0.8 NA objective to produce 211

images of high resolution for live/dead cell counting. A series of planar images (pixel size: 212

0.62µm x 0.62µm; pixel dwell time: 2.0µs/pixel; field of view: 318µm x 318µm) were acquired 213

along the objective axis (z-axis, i.e., perpendicular to the cartilage surface) at intervals of 0.8µm. 214

Images were taken from the superficial zone and the upper middle zone regions of the cartilage 215

to a depth of 80μm. 216

 217

Live/dead cell counting was performed on each image stack (318µm x 318µm x 80µm) using a 218

custom-written Matlab program (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). Cell death was expressed as the 219

percentage of dead cells compared to all cells (live and dead) in each image stack. The maximum 220

local cell death was defined by averaging the two image stacks with the highest measured cell 221

death occurrence. 222

 223

2.3 Patellofemoral joint contact pressure measurement 224

Joint contact pressures were measured using pressure sensitive films (Fuji, Photo Film Ltd., 225

Tokyo, Japan) of varying grade to account for the wide range of pressures encountered for the 226

different loading conditions. Pressure sensitive film was first calibrated with a series of known 227
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forces to produce a standard stain intensity chart (Liggins et al., 1995). An encapsulated strip of 228

pressure film (100mm x 10mm x 0.2mm) (Liggins, 1996) was then inserted into the 229

patellofemoral joint space through bilateral 15mm retinacular incisions (Ronsky et al., 1995). 230

Low-grade pressure film (0-10 MPa) was used for measurement of contact area and low intensity 231

muscular contractions, while medium- (10-50 MPa) and high-grade (>50 MPa) pressure films 232

were used for measurements of peak contact pressures, particularly for the maximal muscular 233

contraction and impact loading conditions. Multiple measurements for each condition were 234

performed with varying grades of pressure sensitive films for accurate measurement of contact 235

areas and peak pressures.  236

 237

For simultaneous measurement of cell viability and joint contact pressures during impact loading, 238

impact loading was applied once and contact pressures were measured with the medium-grade 239

pressure sensitive film. The contralateral joints served as unloaded controls and underwent 240

identical procedures, including insertion of the pressure sensitive film, except for the muscular 241

and/or impact loading. 242

 243

The stains on the pressure sensitive film produced from joint contact were converted into digital 244

images at a spatial resolution of 0.04 mm. The digital images were modified using ImageJ 245

(National Institute of Health, USA) to account for the granular nature of the Fuji film (Liggins, 246

1996). The magnitude of joint contact pressure was measured by comparing the resulting stain 247

intensity with the standard stain intensity chart. Peak joint contact pressure was defined as the 248

highest average pressure measured over a region of 0.25 mm2. Joint contact areas were 249
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determined from the boundaries of the pressure stains using thresholding methods (Bachus et al., 250

2006). 251

 252

2.4 Outcome measures and animal grouping 253

The primary outcome measures in this study were (i) cell viability, and (ii) joint contact 254

areas/pressures. Experiments on cell viability and joint contact pressure were carried out using 255

different animals.  256

 257

For the cell viability measurements, 50 patellofemoral joints (Njoint) from 26 rabbits were 258

randomly assigned to six loading groups, as follows: 259

a) No loading (Njoint = 13) 260

b) 10-second continuous maximal muscle loading (Njoint = 14) 261

c) 3000-second cyclic submaximal muscle loading (Njoint = 6) 262

d) Impact loading (Njoint = 6) 263

e) Impact loading 1-second after initiation of maximal muscle loading (Njoint = 5) 264

f) Impact loading within 5 minutes following 3000-second of cyclic submaximal muscle 265

loading (Njoint = 6) 266

 267

For patellofemoral joint contact pressure measurements, 20 joints (Njoint) from ten rabbits were 268

randomly divided into four loading groups, as follows: 269

a) 10-second continuous maximal muscle loading (Njoint = 6) 270

b) Impact loading (Njoint = 9*) 271

c) Impact loading 1-second after initiation of maximal muscle loading (Njoint = 9*) 272
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d) Impact loading within 5 minutes following 3000-second of cyclic submaximal muscle 273

loading (Njoint = 5) 274

Groups marked by ‘*’ are from the same joint. 275

 276

Another set of experiments was performed to measure cell death resulting from blunt impact 277

loading and the corresponding joint contact pressures in the same joint. Six rabbits were used, 278

with the experimental limb receiving the blunt impact loading, while the contralateral limbs 279

served as an unloaded, non-impacted control joints. 280

 281

2.5 Statistical analysis 282

All data are presented as means ± 1 standard error of the mean (SEM). Percentage cell death 283

values were compared using parametric two-way ANOVA (with Bonferroni adjustment), while 284

joint contact pressures were compared using non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis testing (with 285

Bonferroni adjustment using Mann-Whitney U test) (α=0.05). (SPSS 20, SPSS Inc., IL, USA). 286

 287

 288

 289

 290

 291

 292

 293

 294

 295
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Results 296

The maximally-stimulated rabbit quadriceps muscles produced forces of 361±13N; the sub-297

maximally-stimulated muscles generated average forces of 72±5N. For both extreme muscular 298

loading protocols applied here (the short-duration maximal muscular loading, and the long-299

duration submaximal muscular loading), we observed a tendency for increased cell death in the 300

cartilage of the patella and femoral groove compared to the corresponding control cartilages of 301

the no-load group animals (Fig. 3). However, only the increase for the high intensity, short 302

duration protocol in the femoral groove reached statistical significance (Fig. 3). 303

 304

Blunt impact loading on the rabbit patellofemoral joint caused an increase in the percentage of 305

dead cells compared to the corresponding unloaded control and muscularly-loaded cartilages 306

(Fig. 3-5). Cartilage pre-loaded by a maximal muscular contraction prior to and during impact 307

loading had a decreased percentage of cell death (Fig. 5) compared to the corresponding 308

cartilages receiving impact loading alone (i.e. without any muscular pre-loading). However, 309

cartilage surfaces that were pre-loaded by the 50 minutes of submaximal muscular contractions 310

prior to impact loading showed a vastly increased percentage in cell death compared to animals 311

that received an impact load without any muscular pre-loading of the joint. The percentage of 312

cell death was similar between the patellar and femoral groove cartilages, although femoral 313

groove cartilage experienced a slightly higher percentage of cell death compared to patellar 314

cartilage. In addition to cell death, we also observed tissue cracks caused by the loading 315

protocols, which was reflected in regions of tissue deprived of any cells (Fig. 6). 316

   317
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Inserting pressure sensitive film into the patellofemoral joints resulted in an increase in the 318

percentage of cell death (8.5±3.0% and 9.0±2.5% in patella and femoral groove, respectively) 319

compared to unloaded control joints (Fig. 3) that were not opened for insertion of pressure 320

sensitive film. Pressure distribution measurements during impact loading revealed that areas of 321

local cell death were not necessarily associated with areas of high contact pressures (Fig. 7).  322

 323

Peak pressures in impact-loaded joints (with or without muscular pre-loading) were found to be 324

greater than the corresponding peak pressures of joints loaded by maximal muscular contractions 325

(Fig. 8a). Also, joints that were pre-loaded by maximal muscular contractions prior to impact 326

loading had greater contact areas than joints that were subjected to maximal muscular loading, or 327

to impact loading alone (Fig. 8b). Joints pre-loaded by sub-maximal muscle contractions prior to 328

impact loading had similar contact areas as all the other loading conditions (Fig. 8). 329

 330

 331

 332

 333

 334

 335

 336

 337

 338

 339

 340
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Discussion: 341

The effect of impact loading on cell viability has been studied extensively for in situ (Bush et al., 342

2005; Jeffrey et al., 1995; Krueger et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2003; Milentijevic and Torzilli, 343

2005; Thambyah et al., 2012) and in vivo (Ewers et al., 2002a; Ewers et al., 2002b; Isaac et al., 344

2008; Rundell et al., 2005) conditions. The primary focus of the current study was to unravel, for 345

the first time, the effect of in vivo pre-loading on chondrocyte susceptibility to impact injury. In 346

order to achieve this purpose, two extreme pre-loading conditions were used: one representing 347

static maximal intensity muscle contractions, the other representing dynamic long-term (1500 348

cycles) contractions (i.e. about 7 days of rabbit hopping compressed into 50 minutes of exercise) 349

(Horisberger et al., 2012).  350

 351

Static maximal intensity muscular loading caused an increase in cell death in femoral groove 352

cartilage (Fig. 3). This result is not necessarily surprising considering that the maximal muscular 353

contractions elicited by nerve stimulation are likely far greater than what a rabbit would be able 354

to generate voluntarily (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). However, cells in the patella were not 355

affected by such loading, and this result may be attributed to the more compliant nature of 356

patellar compared to femoral groove cartilage (Froimson et al., 1997). Interestingly, high local 357

cell death was observed in the unloaded control group samples from the retropatellar surface. 358

This high cell death may be associated with the spontaneous tissue degradation that has been 359

documented primarily in the distal and middle regions of the rabbit patella (Rehan Youssef et al., 360

2009), which is also where cell death seemed to be concentrated (mid region of patella) in our 361

study (Fig. 4). Repetitive dynamic sub-maximal muscular loading was also associated with a 362

trend, but not a statistically significant increase, in the percentage of cell death (Fig. 3). Similar 363
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results of cell death have been reported before for eccentrically- and concentrically-loaded 364

patellofemoral joints (Horisberger et al., 2012).  365

 366

When applying the static pre-conditioning protocol prior to impact loading, we found a small 367

protective effect of the pre-loading (Fig. 5). Although we did not measure tissue strain directly, 368

previous studies (Kim et al., 2012) applying a creep load of 4 MPa for 12 seconds resulted in 369

nominal tissue strains of 16%. Likely, the short (1s) but large (~20 MPa, Fig. 8) static muscular 370

pre-loading in our study has the effect of re-aligning the collagen fibers in cartilage (Kim et al., 371

2012; Morel et al., 2005), especially in the superficial zone, to follow the shape of the contacting 372

patellofemoral surfaces. As a result, the collagen fibers may be more effective in absorbing the 373

impact load following the pre-load application, thereby alleviating the extent of cell death. 374

 375

Surprisingly, the number of dead cells increased dramatically when the pre-loading consisted of 376

the dynamic submaximal muscular loading (Fig. 5). The role played by the interstitial fluid in 377

transmitting load across the cartilage (Mukherjee and Wayne, 1998; Park et al., 2003; Soltz and 378

Ateshian, 1998, 2000) may be a factor in explaining this increase in cell death. The repetitive 379

loading-unloading cycles for 50 minutes likely expelled most of the interstitial fluid from the 380

loaded areas of the superficial zone tissue (Wong et al., 1999). Therefore, chondrocytes in the 381

superficial zone tissue are deprived of the protection afforded by the fluid and the associated 382

hydrostatic pressure. In addition, the loss of interstitial fluid may intensify stress concentrations 383

formed in an incongruent joint (Adams et al., 1999). As a result, the likelihood of cells being 384

injured by impact following long-duration (3000s) dynamic loading of a joint may increase. In 385

contrast, cartilage pre-loaded by a static short-duration (1s) muscular load would be associated 386
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with virtually no fluid loss and pressurization of the cartilage prior to impact, thus protection 387

afforded by the fluid phase of the cartilage would be fully available following short-term pre-388

load conditions.   389

 390

Another possible mechanism for the increased cell death occurrence following the sub-maximal 391

dynamic pre-loading could be that cartilage becomes fatigued over the 50-min repetitive 392

muscular preloading protocol. This is insofar a possibility as the loading intensity is extremely 393

high with approximately 1 week of hopping crammed into a 50 minutes loading session. 394

Previous studies found that not only does long-duration cyclic loading lead to a reorientation of 395

the collagen fibers (Arokoski et al., 1996), fatigue induced by cyclic loading of cartilage can also 396

have immediate effects on denaturing collagen fibers and weakening of inter-fibrillar 397

connections (McCormack and Mansour, 1997; Säämämen et al., 1994; Thibault et al., 2002). As 398

a result of such weakening of the collagen fiber network, the tensile strength of cartilage is 399

decreased (McCormack and Mansour, 1997; Thibault et al., 2002). With a reduced protection 400

from the collagen fibers, it is likely that an increased number of cells are exposed to the 401

detrimental effects of impact loading, thus resulting in an increased rate of cell death. 402

 403

We also investigated the possible relationship between cell death and joint contact pressures. The 404

peak pressures in impacted joints were generally higher than those found in joints that were 405

loaded by maximal muscle contractions, and impact loading was generally associated with 406

greater cell death percentages than muscular loading (Fig. 3, 5, 8a). However, high contact 407

pressures did not necessarily result in high percentages of cell death (Fig. 7). Cell death appeared 408

to be primarily concentrated at the periphery of the contact area (Fig. 7). These are areas that are 409
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typically associated with high shear stresses (Canal et al., 2008; Guterl et al., 2009), therefore 410

this finding suggests that high shear stresses maybe more relevant than peak pressure in causing 411

the observed patterns of cell death. However, we were unable to measure shear stresses with our 412

pressure sensitive film, thus this argument remains speculative and is based on theoretical 413

considerations rather than experimental observations.  414

 415

Impact loading causes instantaneous cell necrosis and triggers cell apoptosis through intercellular 416

signaling (Chen et al., 2001b; Levin et al., 2001). The cell deaths observed in our experiments 417

likely contain necrotic and apoptotic cells due to the overnight incubation in the staining solution, 418

and thus the time for apoptosis to take place. As patellar cartilage is softer, but has a higher 419

permeability than femoral groove cartilage (Froimson et al., 1997), it would be expected that the 420

patellar cartilage may exhibit more cell death than the femoral grove cartilage due to the larger 421

cartilage deformation. Instead, we found that there was a slightly (but not statistically significant) 422

increased percentage of dead cells in the femoral groove compared to the patellar cartilage (Fig. 423

3, Fig 5). This finding suggests that the functional properties of cartilage may not be the 424

determining factor for cell death/survival. Differences in morphology of the cell membranes may 425

play a role, as cell membrane unfolding is thought to be associated with impact-induced cell 426

death (Moo et al., 2013; Moo et al., 2012). Also, it is unclear whether cells in this study died 427

mainly of necrosis or apoptosis. Further experiments should be directed towards answering these 428

questions before firm conclusions can be made.  429

 430

This study has limitations that need to be considered when interpreting our results. First, only the 431

viability of superficial zone cells was studied due to the limited scanning depth of the confocal 432
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microscopy system. Although it is possible to slice the tissue depth-wise in order to measure full-433

thickness cell viability (Bush et al., 2005; Lewis et al., 2003; Rundell et al., 2005; Stolberg-434

Stolberg et al., 2013), such an approach was not used here to avoid the artefacts associated with 435

the extraction of cartilage explants and corresponding cell death. However, it has been suggested 436

that cell death caused by impact and other injurious loading is concentrated in the superficial 437

zone tissue (Bush et al., 2005; Duda et al., 2001; Isaac et al., 2008; Rundell et al., 2005). Thus, it 438

is fair to assume that the maximum local cell death was captured in our study. Second, the in 439

vivo muscular loading does not allow for direct measurement of loading rates and tissue strains, 440

although maximal muscular forces in the rabbit quadriceps muscles occur within about 250-441

300ms, while the peak impact loading was achieved in approximately 2ms. Third, because of the 442

limited range of the pressure sensitive films, loading of joints had to be repeated frequently so as 443

to capture the details of the joint contact pressures. Repeated impact and muscular loading may 444

have altered cartilage properties and thus affected repeat measurements. However, repeat 445

measurements of patellofemoral pressure distributions with identical grade films always gave 446

identical results within the sensitivity and resolution of the Fuji Presensor film (Leumann et al., 447

2013; Sawatsky et al., 2012). Finally, morphological differences in the tested cartilages and 448

joints, which may have influenced cell viability, were not measured in this study (Lewis et al., 449

2003). Although the impact load was applied to the centre of the patellofemoral joints in a well-450

controlled manner and direction, and with a magnitude that did not break underlying bony 451

structures in an attempt to prevent cartilage surface lesions (Ewers et al., 2002b), tissue cracks 452

were observed during the confocal scanning for areas of dead cells (Fig. 6). However, it appears 453

that cell death occurred independent of these tissue cracks in the current study (Fig. 6), which 454

contrasts the findings in the literature where cell death was found to be concentrated near tissue 455
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fissures (Ewers et al., 2001; Krueger et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2003). This difference between 456

our results in the intact knee and those obtained in explant tissue samples is likely due to the 457

differences in the in vivo boundary and loading conditions used here and the ex vivo conditions 458

of previous studies. In the current study, the joint architecture was kept intact, thus preserving the 459

soft tissue contact (cartilage on cartilage) and the natural cartilage on bone structure and function 460

during loading. In contrast, in previous explant studies, the cartilage is artificially removed from 461

its natural environment, its boundaries are changed, and loading occurs through a flat metal 462

indenter, conditions that would be expected to cause the differences in cell viability observed 463

here compared to that published earlier. 464

 465

Despite these limitations, the current study provides novel insight into the effects of in vivo pre-466

loading on cell death in response to impact loading. Future studies should focus on quantifying 467

the morphology of tissue cracks resulting from impact, and the potential relationship between 468

cell death and tissue cracks. The static, 1s maximal muscular pre-loading was associated with 469

protective effects in this study, therefore, future studies should be aimed at finding the optimum 470

magnitude and duration of static muscular loading that can elicit the largest protective effects for 471

cells. However, working with life animals and muscular loading, a 10s static load with supra-472

maximal nerve stimulation is likely the most static loading that can be applied physiologically, as 473

the quadriceps muscles start to fatigue and lose force rapidly. Finally, the orientation of the 474

collagen fiber network should be measured (Andrews et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2012) pre- and 475

post-loading, to compare differences in load-induced changes in collagen fiber orientation under 476

different loading conditions. 477

 478
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In summary, the results of this study led us to the conclusions (i) that joint contact pressures are 479

not tightly associated with cell death occurrence, (ii) that static pre-loading protects cells from 480

impact injury, and (iii) that cyclic/repetitive pre-loading to the point of fatigue leaves the residing 481

chondrocytes vulnerable to injury. 482
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Fig. 1. Experimental set up used for loading of lapine patellofemoral joints. (a) Controlled muscular loading. Rabbits were fixed in a 
stereotaxic frame using bilateral bone pins at the pelvis and distal femur. The quadriceps muscle group was stimulated through an 
implanted femoral nerve cuff (Longino et al., 2005). An instrumented tibial restraining bar was used to measure the resulting isometric 
muscle forces (Herzog et al., 1998).  (b) Impact loading was applied using a drop tower. Rabbits were fixed as described in (a), but the 
distal femur was not fixed. Instead, the tibia was clamped vertically to allow for centrally-oriented impact loading on the patella. 
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Fig. 2. Pre-defined scanning regions corresponding to areas of patellofemoral contact. 
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Fig. 3. The effect of extreme muscular loading on cell viability in patella and 
femoral groove cartilages. A 10-second continuous maximal muscular loading 
was found to cause increased cell death in femoral groove compared to 
unloaded control cartilage. Due to the relatively high cell death in patellar 
cartilage of control group animals, cell death in the patella for the long-duration 
submaximal muscular loading was not statistically different from control group 
values. The marking ‘*’ indicates a significant difference in cell death (p<0.05). 



Impact-loaded Control 

Fig. 4. Example showing cell viability through live/dead cell imaging at different regions of the retropatellar 
cartilage (highlighted in light blue) receiving impact load (left) and no load (right). In each region, the image 
stack of live/dead cells was projected onto a single plane, thus resulting in the appearance of a dense cell 
population. Two windows are presented for each joint location (marked by the red circle), with the left 
window showing the live cells (green dots), while the right window shows the dead cells (red dots). 
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Fig. 5. The effect of muscular pre-loading on impact-induced cell death. Blunt impact 
loading alone resulted in increased cell death in femoral groove cartilage when compared 
to the no load control condition. Pre-loading the patellofemoral joint with a maximal 
muscular contraction for 1s prior to and during the impact loading was associated with a 
decrease in the percentage of dead cells compared to impact loading alone (not 
statistically significant), suggesting a protective effect of this type of pre-loading. In 
contrast, cyclic submaximal muscular contractions for 3000s prior to impact loading 
increased the percentage of cell death significantly compared to impact loading alone, 
implying that this type of pre-loading makes chondrocytes more vulnerable to an impact 
load. The marking ‘*’, ‘†’ indicates a significant difference in the percentage of cartilage 
cell death compared to patella and femoral groove in the ‘pre-3000s submax, impact’ 
group, respectively (p<0.05). The marking ‘‡’ indicates a significant difference in the 
percentage of cartilage cell death compared to the femoral groove in the ‘impact alone’ 
group. 
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Fig. 7. Contour plots of pressure distribution on patellar cartilage during blunt impact loading. Since the insertion of pressure 
sensitive film into the patellofemoral joint was associated with an increase in cell death, examination of the relationship between 
contact pressure and cell viability had to be carried out using a separate set of experiments. Local cell death normalized to total 
number of cells (indicated by the numeric values) was co-localized with the pressure contour plots to show the relationship 
between local cell death occurrence and local joint pressures. The two regions of highest cell death were circled in red for each 
patella. From these results, it appears that cell death is not related to high contact pressures (e.g. patella 2 and patella 5).  
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Fig. 8. Peak pressures (a) and contact areas (b) for the patellofe
joint under the experimental loading conditions. Joints pre-loaded
1s maximal muscular contraction have greater contact areas, but 
cell death percentages (in Fig. 3), than joints subjected to im
loading alone. The marking ‘*’ indicates a significant difference in
death (p<0.05). 
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Legends for figures 

Fig. 1. Experimental set up used for loading of lapine patellofemoral joints. (a) Controlled 

muscular loading. Rabbits were fixed in a stereotaxic frame using bilateral bone pins at the pelvis 

and distal femur. The quadriceps muscle group was stimulated through an implanted femoral 

nerve cuff (Longino et al., 2005). An instrumented tibial restraining bar was used to measure the 

resulting isometric muscle forces (Herzog et al., 1998).  (b) Impact loading was applied using a 

drop tower. Rabbits were fixed as described in (a), but the distal femur was not fixed. Instead, 

the tibia was clamped vertically to allow for centrally-oriented impact loading on the patella. 

 

Fig. 2. Pre-defined scanning regions corresponding to areas of patellofemoral contact. 

 

Fig. 3. The effect of extreme muscular loading on cell viability in patella and femoral groove 

cartilages. A 10-second continuous maximal muscular loading was found to cause increased cell 

death in femoral groove compared to unloaded control cartilage. Due to the relatively high cell 

death in patellar cartilage of control group animals, cell death in the patella for the long-duration 

submaximal muscular loading was not statistically different from control group values. The 

marking ‘*’ indicates a significant difference in cell death (p<0.05). 

 

Fig. 4. Example showing cell viability through live/dead cell imaging at different regions of the 

retropatellar cartilage (highlighted in light blue) receiving impact load (left) and no load (right). 

In each region, the image stack of live/dead cells was projected onto a single plane, thus resulting 

in the appearance of a dense cell population. Two windows are presented for each joint location 
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(marked by the red circle), with the left window showing the live cells (green dots), while the 

right window shows the dead cells (red dots). 

 

Fig. 5. The effect of muscular pre-loading on impact-induced cell death. Blunt impact loading 

alone resulted in increased cell death in femoral groove cartilage when compared to the no load 

control condition. Pre-loading the patellofemoral joint with a maximal muscular contraction for 

1s prior to and during the impact loading was associated with a decrease in the percentage of 

dead cells compared to impact loading alone (not statistically significant), suggesting a 

protective effect of this type of pre-loading. In contrast, cyclic submaximal muscular 

contractions for 3000s prior to impact loading increased the percentage of cell death significantly 

compared to impact loading alone, implying that this type of pre-loading makes chondrocytes 

more vulnerable to an impact load. The marking ‘*’, ‘†’ indicates a significant difference in the 

percentage of cartilage cell death compared to patella and femoral groove in the ‘pre-3000s 

submax, impact’ group, respectively (p<0.05). The marking ‘‡’ indicates a significant difference 

in the percentage of cartilage cell death compared to the femoral groove in the ‘impact alone’ 

group. 

 

Fig. 6. An example of a tissue crack (highlighted in yellow) induced by a 10-second continuous 

maximal muscle loading. The tissue crack was observed under confocal microscopy as tissue 

region deprived of any chondrocytes.  This image represents a tissue area of 0.10mm2 and was 

generated by projecting all the planar images constituting the scanned volume onto a single plane. 

The green dots represent live cells while the red dots indicate dead cells. 

 



Fig. 7. Contour plots of pressure distribution on patellar cartilage during blunt impact loading. 

Since the insertion of pressure sensitive film into the patellofemoral joint was associated with an 

increase in cell death, examination of the relationship between contact pressure and cell viability 

had to be carried out using a separate set of experiments. Local cell death normalized to total 

number of cells (indicated by the numeric values) was co-localized with the pressure contour 

plots to show the relationship between local cell death occurrence and local joint pressures. The 

two regions of highest cell death were circled in red for each patella. From these results, it 

appears that cell death is not related to high contact pressures (e.g. patella 2 and patella 5).  

 

Fig. 8. Peak pressures (a) and contact areas (b) for the patellofemoral joint under the 

experimental loading conditions. Joints pre-loaded with 1s maximal muscular contraction have 

greater contact areas, but lower cell death percentages (in Fig. 3), than joints subjected to impact 

loading alone. The marking ‘*’ indicates a significant difference in cell death (p<0.05). 

 

 


